I. Call to Order
   a. Roll Call
      i. Absent: Joe DeCasperis, Emma Cronshaw, & Veda Bhamhani
      ii. Late: Annabell Liao
   b. Approval of Minutes
      i. Motion- Setareh Motamedi
      ii. Second- Helen Garcia
      iii. Unanimous
   c. Approval of Agenda
      i. Motion- Adam Cash
      ii. Second- Emily Miller
      iii. Unanimous
   d. Address Guests
   e. Recognition
      i. Gracie Truex recognizes Helen Garcia for being a hard worker and
         Madisen Dewey for joining a new outside committee and doing a good
         job.
      ii. Mia Baybayan recognizes Kendall Devries for her work on promoting the
         election, Kelsey Dalzell for helping with the debate and all the candidates
         for their hard work.
      iii. Setareh Motamedi recognizes Emmi Schlaefer for taking the feedback
           with stride and continuing with her advocacy
      iv. James Hart recognizes Kunal Sharma for doing a fantastic job as a senator and taking the
           job seriously.
      v. Jayethanjani Panakkadan recognizes Emily Miller and Amanda Moore for
         having their first Coffee with CES today
      vi. Helen Garcia recognizes Ana for working hard to improve the student
          body.

II. Old Business
III. Committee Reports
   a. Student Life Committee
      i. Mia Baybayan: Still working on logistics of student organization printing
         fund
      ii. Joe DeCasperis: Checked elevators on campus and saw that the permits
         expired over a year ago; He is going to get the university to inspect the
         elevators again
      iii. Annabell Liao: Still working on improving reimbursement/funding
           process for Dodge students; Looking at decreasing the turn-around time
           for the petty cash vouchers for film equipment
      iv. Pammie Wong: Working with Crystle-Joie Agbayani to transport
          Pharmacy students, and Crean students, to the Rinker campus with new
          shuttles
   b. Campus Inclusion Committee
i. Adam Cash: Met with group about preferred pronoun and gender inclusive language on campus. Want to get a bunch of blank buttons that you can write on with your preferred pronoun and name. Something like a consent pledge, white board with photos-program.

ii. Adam Breunig: Can’t get a response about the crossing guard so he thinks it might be connected to the science center construction. Met with Gracie Truex and the Dept. Theatre chairs. Beginning work on the variety show with her. Reached out to Don Guy about possible dates to get on the calendar in the Waltmar theatre. Once he gets a date then he will gauge interest/get a sign up sheet going around.

iii. Madisen Dewey: Purchased measuring tape. Will go tomorrow to measure her friend’s apartment in Glass Hall and then on campus. Wants to help Helen Garcia with the vegan options-very passionate about this idea. She thinks it would be beneficial to take this idea beyond the cafeteria. Possibly having a vegan cart on main campus.

iv. Ana Vicente: Want to work on cafeteria pamphlet with Helen Garcia. Has access to Dodge kids to make video, like a buzzfeed style DIY video. Possible advocacy of improving spring orientation. Will think of new possibly advocacies for next week.

v. Gracie Truex: Met with Dean Price about the Cross Cultural Center to gain insight about how SGA can get involved in the process, get the word about the project, and help give ideas about what students want for the future of the center. Will be meeting with Jeannie Walker on Tuesday about improving the psychological services on campus.

vi. Veda Bhambhani: Met with the Musco box office representative who is on the student’s side to get discounted tickets. Emailed him after meeting to let him know that she would like to help market the tickets on campus. Possibly integrating declining balance into how to pay for tickets and creating a “waiting list” for tickets so the rush ticket isn’t overwhelmed or affecting other tickets greatly. This may be something that just takes time to even out and get sorted out.

vii. Helen Garcia: Started “caf hacks” outline. Thinking about talking to one of the chefs at Sodexo to get suggestions. Mitchell Rosenberg is working on aesthetics of the pamphlet. First pamphlet will be vegan and vegetarian, the next one will be for people who don’t necessarily have dietary restrictions but are tired of the cafeteria. Finished draft of the survey but will talk to chef directly.

c. Academic Affairs Committee

i. Jayethanjani Panakkadan: Schmid College smartphone app outline has been created. Graphic design students will work on creating the app as an in class project. MCAT scholarship: She has contacted the a program which has offered scholarships to students taking the MCAT in the past. She is seeking advice about how to access info regarding financial need.

ii. Priya Patel: Has made the final changes to her Study Space Survey and will send it out within the next week.

iii. Skylar Goss: He met with Mackenzie Crigger of Facilities Management. She liked the idea and put him in contact with Ken Murai of Facilities Management to get approval. He has also been in contact with Ryan Ecke of Quick Boost regarding the price of charging stations.
iv. Setareh Motamedi: She is meeting with Leon Lukić to discuss pre-production for the Diversity video.

d. Allocations Committee
i. Nine funding requests, seven requests funded in full and two were tabled to receive more information
ii. Austin Kernan: Met with SOSA last week and received updates from the Physical Space Taskforce meeting. He wants to start advocating for Student Organization Assistants and the Strategic Marketing and Communications department in their launch of events.chapman.edu. He wants to also start working directly with Mike Keyser and the Fitness Center employees on expanding the gym resources beyond its current physical establishment. Their first meeting is taking place this week.
iii. Rob Nelson: Working with Eric Cameron on the menu in hopes of creating packages to provide to clubs. He can potentially post the catering list on our SGA website that display different offers for various food items.
iv. Emma Cronshaw: She has met with Dani Smith about AA program. She will be calling the TUPP (Tobacco Use Prevention Program) about coming to campus to put on a tobacco prevention class.
v. Kunal Sharma: Emmi Schlaefer had a list of issues that were addressed on campus that students were concerned with. He wants to create a survey with options to submit to his constituents on campus and in Pralle Hall, where freshmen Wilkinson senators live.
vi. Emily Miller: Still adjusting the language requirement. Her recommendation from Faculty Senate was to incorporate studying abroad with the language requirement. Within CES, many individuals prefer the Italian classes as a requirement. She will be seeking out other data on the issue. Coffee with CES is taking place this Friday.
vii. Christopher Nelson: March 24, 2016  Mark Davis will be inspecting the walls to identify if the basement is a feasible option for the campus bar. He will be working with Veda Bhambhani on expanding the current SafeRide program.
viii. James Hart: City Council meeting will be tonight. We are not in the position to speak about anything tonight; however, we will make a presence tonight. Meeting with Eric Cameron last week about the pub. Chris Hutchinson was met with last Friday who laid out an action plan for the next 6 months.

e. Outside Committee Reports
i. Helen Garcia went to accessibilities committee and helped Madisen Dewey in her constituency with getting the bathrooms ADA compliant
ii. Setareh Motamedi- for the diversity video that is being made we are asking students who have had an good or bad experience about diversity to please share your story with us.
iii. Madisen Dewey went to the Faculty Diversity committee and we talked about the evaluations that students fill out at the end of the semester and possibly asking a box about the diversity issues in the classroom.

IV. New Business
a. City Ordinance Amendment Presentation – James Hart
   i. Content and Effects
1. Purpose to amend Chapter 9.39- Parties of the Orange Municipal Code
   a. Make it a violation to attend a loud or unruly gathering
   b. Extend the time period for a second response to be issued beyond the current 10 days
   c. Add provisions for Private Right of Abatement and Attorney Fees
2. Attending an unruly party
   a. “It is unlawful and a violation of this chapter for any person to be present at, attend, or participate in a party where loud or unruly conduct is taking place.”
   b. The intent is not for every attendee of a party to be cited
   c. Recently homeowners have been leaving with guests to avoid citation
      i. This is designed to give the police the ability to cite attendees in order to find the host
3. 10 day extension
   a. 9.39.060
   b. 9.39.090
   c. Both references to the following 10 day period now read passing of the next June 30th
   d. The city has acknowledged that Chapman students are finding ways around the current 10 day rule
   e. The new June 30th rule is designed to span the rest of the school year
4. Private Right of Abatement
   a. The intended purpose of this amendment is to shift some burden away from the police department
   b. It is expensive to send police out on party calls
   c. The hope is that neighbors will sort the issue out on their own
   d. Eventually, hopefully, the police will not be involved at all
5. How it relates to Chapman
   a. Is clearly a product of Chapman parties
   b. As it stands 20% of party calls are associated with Chapman students
   c. The biggest immediate effect would be a reduction in parties due to the extension of the 10 day
   d. May see an increase in individual citations at parties, but it is unclear what that would look like
6. What comes next
   a. Tuesday’s agenda item was a first reading
   b. there will be a second reading of the ordinance on April 12th
      i. Was confirmed with the City Clerk
      ii. it is rare that second readings see any change to the proposed ordinance, but not unheard of
iii. If something were to change between now and the second reading there may be a chance
c. If it does pass at the second reading, it will be put into effect 30 days later
i. But it can be put into effect immediately is it seen as a community safety issue

ii. Setareh Motamed- this presentation needs to be shared and possibly holding a town hall to clarify to the students what really happened during this council meeting.

iii. Annabell Liao- At the meetings you are not allowed to speak out of term because people are assigned speaking cards, but if you would like to speak with someone, you can contact the city council to have discussions before the next reading.

iv. Madisen Dewey- So this would essentially say that the complainant can discuss the issue with the other neighbor before calling the police.
   1. James Hart- it is a case by case basis as to whether or not the neighbors involve the police or not. It is encouraged to work it out with your neighbor to avoid court lawsuits.
   2. Madisen Dewey- So how do we move forward with this? What do we tell students what we are doing about it?
   3. James Hart- We can essentially affirm this ordinance or say that we don’t agree with it and some change needs to happen.

v. Josh Nudelman- We have two representatives from about ten organizations to come together as a committee to make sure everyone is on the same page and we can put a University stance for it. As well as to gain insight to the root of the problem. There are many different layers of this issues so we need to find out what all of these are to be able to address it.

vi. Christopher Nelson- Students see SGA and the administration as one in the same because we work a lot with them, but we do have the right to disagree and refute this ordinance.

vii. Ana Vincente- Is President Doti going to say something about this?
   1. Josh Nudelman- there is a Neighborhood Advisory committee and the Dean and the Chancellor are a part of that committee and making the relations better. We can make sure student voices are heard but it is a city issue.

viii. Josh Nudelman- this is a city issue and it does relate to Chapman, but it doesn’t just effect us, it effects everyone in the city. If our neighbor is having a loud party and they are older people, you can call the cops on them because this ordinance applies to them too, not just college students. However, we do need to become more of a community because we do live here with everyone else and be a better neighbor overall.
   1. James Hart- we can come together and say that this ordinance is unnecessary and Chapman can address the issue on our own and we can ask them to display their faith
in us to let us fix the issue ourselves without passing the changes in the ordinance.

ix. Adam Breunig- I know a lot of people are not in favor of this ordinance but I don’t feel that this is that bad. Do not confuse irresponsibility with having a social life. This ordinance does promote responsibility and everyone within the Orange city limits is effected by this, but I do not like that this is directly targeting to Chapman because to extend the offense period to the following June is rude. The only reason it will be extended into June is because most students go home after that and that isn’t fair for the city to target us like that on purpose.

x. Adam Cash- this issue will continue to go on for many years to come and this ordinance will have a lot more power than what we anticipate.

xi. Jayethanjani Panakkadan- we need to meet the city council in the middle to show them that we are aware of the issue and we are willing to work on this together, but not have the ordinance directly targeting Chapman.

xii. Motion to affirm the City Ordinance 3-16 Madisen Dewey
   1. Second- Setareh Motamedi
   2. Approved-0, Opposed- 20, Abstained-2
   3. We do not affirm

V. Open Forum
   a. Progress Reports
      i. Mitchell Rosenberg- when we turned in our progress report it asked us to give feedback on the Executive council and I simply asked for more transparency and to give more updates about what they are doing because if we don’t know what they are doing, then the student body certainly don’t know. My feedback was ridiculed and told that Exec doesn’t owe Senate anything and I don’t think that was appropriate.
      ii. Setareh Motamedi- if we are going to have this discussion, then it will be more appropriate to have full executive council to be able to hear our opinions. It is important to have these conversations with the people you have the issue with rather than talking amongst yourselves. There is a lot of animosity and that shouldn’t be the case, so in the future we should have the conversation with the actual person beforehand.
      iii. Josh Nudelman- my office hours are posted and if you do have any concerns you are free to come in and meet with me.
      iv. Adam Cash- transparency is a big issue and we need to trust each other to be able to do this job and nothing will be able to done without it. We are not here for ourselves, we are here to represent the student body so we need to focus on that.

VI. Announcements
   a. Adam Breunig- we have the skin that will go over the laptop kiosk and the pictures will be posted on the Facebook page.
   b. Madisen Dewey- Elections are next week and we need 20% of the students’ vote and the first 100 people get a coupon for the food trucks.
   c. Priya Patel- putting out a student study space survey on the SGA Facebook page to share with your friends.
d. Christopher Nelson- thank you to our guests for coming and sharing your opinions.

VII. Adjournment
   a. Motion- Adam Breunig
   b. Second- Skylar Goss
   c. Unanimous